
BITRONTIX™
DIY FACE MASKS RECIPE

EBOOK
"Make organic face masks at home"



Introduction
BITRONTIX™ DIY Face Masks are in a

compressed tablet form. Once they get

in touch with the liquid, they expand

and take a form of a face mask. Soak

the tablet in your favorite liquids like

Rose Water, Essential Oils, Lemon juice,

Aloe vera, Milk, Orange juice etc and

then apply it on your face for 15-20

mins. 

 

After about 10 mins, massage over it

with Bitrontix rollers so that it can

absorb nicely by your skin.



Blend or puree half an unpeeled

cucumber in a blender or food processor

until it’s the consistency of a watery

paste.

Separate the juice from any solid bits by

pouring the mixture through a strainer

Put it in the refrigerator for 10 mins

Now soak the mask tablet in the liquid

for 5 mins and the tablet will take a form

of a mask.

Apply and leave it on your face for 15-

20 mins

Finish the session by rolling the

Bitrontix rollers over the mask so that

your skin absorbs all the nutrients

properly.

Finally remove the mask and apply

Bitrontix Face Toning & Tightening

Serum for better and faster results. 
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Cucumber Face Mask 
"For Skin Soothing, Hydration &

Anti Acne"



Extract Lemon Juice in a bowl.

Put it in the refrigerator for 10 mins.

Now soak the mask tablet in the liquid

for 2-3 mins and the tablet will take a

form of a mask.

Apply and leave it on your face for 15-

20 mins

Finish the session by rolling the

Bitrontix rollers over the mask so that

your skin absorbs all the nutrients

properly

Finally remove the mask and apply

Bitrontix Face Toning & Tightening

Serum for better and faster results. 
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Lemon Face Mask 
"For Skin Lightening, Prevents Skin

Damage & Premature Aging"



Pour milk in a bowl.

Put it in the refrigerator for 10 mins.

Now soak the mask tablet in the liquid

for 2-3 mins and the tablet will take a

form of a mask.

Apply and leave it on your face for 15-

20 mins

Finish the session by rolling the

Bitrontix rollers over the mask so that

your skin absorbs all the nutrients

properly

Finally remove the mask and apply

Bitrontix Face Toning & Tightening

Serum for better and faster results. 
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Milk Face Mask 
"For Skin Moisturising, Smoothening &

Glowing Skin



Chop the papaya into small pieces and

mash them to optain the juice.

Put it in the refrigerator for 10 mins.

Now soak the mask tablet in the liquid

for 2-3 mins and the tablet will take a

form of a mask.

Apply and leave it on your face for 15-

20 mins

Finish the session by rolling the

Bitrontix rollers over the mask so that

your skin absorbs all the nutrients

properly

Finally remove the mask and apply

Bitrontix Face Toning & Tightening

Serum for better and faster results. 
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Papaya Face Mask 
"For Soft, Firm & Supple skin



Pour the Rose Water in a bowl.

Put it in the refrigerator for 10 mins.

Now soak the mask tablet in the liquid

for 2-3 mins and the tablet will take a

form of a mask.

Apply and leave it on your face for 15-

20 mins

Finish the session by rolling the

Bitrontix rollers over the mask so that

your skin absorbs all the nutrients

properly

Finally remove the mask and apply

Bitrontix Face Toning & Tightening

Serum for better and faster results. 
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Rose Face Mask 
"For Anti Aging, Anti acne & Tightr

Skin.



Pour 1/2 cup of rice into a bowl. Add

enough water to fill the bowl about 1

inch above the rice. Stir well with a

spoon.

Let the rice sit in the water until it looks

cloudy -- about 30 to 60 minutes. Pour

the rice and water through a sieve into a

clean bowl to separate the rice and

water.

Put it in the refrigerator for 10 mins.

Now soak the mask tablet in the liquid

for 2-3 mins and the tablet will take a

form of a mask.

Apply and leave it on your face for 15-

20 mins

Finish the session by rolling the

Bitrontix rollers over the mask so that

your skin absorbs all the nutrients

properly

Finally remove the mask and apply

Bitrontix Face Toning & Tightening

Serum for better and faster results. 
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Rice Face Mask 
"For Rejuvenation & Brighten Skin"



Take the Pomegranate juice in the bowl.

Put it in the refrigerator for 10 mins.

Now soak the mask tablet in the liquid

for 2-3 mins and the tablet will take a

form of a mask.

Apply and leave it on your face for 15-

20 mins

Finish the session by rolling the

Bitrontix rollers over the mask so that

your skin absorbs all the nutrients

properly

Finally remove the mask and apply

Bitrontix Face Toning & Tightening

Serum for better and faster results. 
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Pomegranate Face Mask 
For Bouncy, Moisturized and Wrinkle-

Free Skin



Take the tomato juice in the bowl.

Put it in the refrigerator for 10 mins.

Now soak the mask tablet in the liquid

for 2-3 mins and the tablet will take a

form of a mask.

Apply and leave it on your face for 15-

20 mins

Finish the session by rolling the

Bitrontix rollers over the mask so that

your skin absorbs all the nutrients

properly

Finally remove the mask and apply

Bitrontix Face Toning & Tightening

Serum for better and faster results. 
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Tomato Face Mask 
For Anti-acne, Anti-Aging & Reduces

Skin Pores



Take the Coffee & mix it in the water

Put it in the refrigerator for 10 mins.

Now soak the mask tablet in the liquid

for 2-3 mins and the tablet will take a

form of a mask.

Apply and leave it on your face for 15-

20 mins

Finish the session by rolling the

Bitrontix rollers over the mask so that

your skin absorbs all the nutrients

properly

Finally remove the mask and apply

Bitrontix Face Toning & Tightening

Serum for better and faster results. 
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Coffee Face Mask 
"For Decreasing Pigmentation And

Fine Lines"

 



Wash the potato and Grate it .Once done

squeeze out the juice

Put it in the refrigerator for 10 mins.

Now soak the mask tablet in the liquid

for 2-3 mins and the tablet will take a

form of a mask.

Apply and leave it on your face for 15-

20 mins

Finish the session by rolling the

Bitrontix rollers over the mask so that

your skin absorbs all the nutrients

properly

Finally remove the mask and apply

Bitrontix Face Toning & Tightening

Serum for better and faster results. 
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Potato Face Mask 
"For Clear & Glowing Skin"

 



Extract the Grape Juice.

Put it in the refrigerator for 10 mins.

Now soak the mask tablet in the liquid

for 2-3 mins and the tablet will take a

form of a mask.

Apply and leave it on your face for 15-

20 mins

Finish the session by rolling the

Bitrontix rollers over the mask so that

your skin absorbs all the nutrients

properly

Finally remove the mask and apply

Bitrontix Face Toning & Tightening

Serum for better and faster results. 
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Grape Face Mask 
"For Rejuvenation, reducing fine lines,

& pigmentation"

 


